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De-Canon: A Visibility Project is a pop-up library and web resource project that showcases literary art by writers/artists of 
color. Our goal is to put forth an alternative literary “canon” - or multiple canons - that are inclusive, diverse, and multi-storied in 
their approach to representation.  
 
Our library collection includes works by writers and artists working in and across the domains of poetry, prose, hybrid literary 
forms, image-text, visual art, performance, and more. Through this, we wish to push against notions of how literature - which 
conveys to us perception, language, and cultural (as well as self) definitions - may be transmitted, gathered, contained, released, 
hidden, revealed, coded, decoded, shared and preserved, in both temporal and fixed ways, especially for communities of color.  
 
                 { beyond 
What lies  { under        language for you? 
                 { within 
 
Throughout the month of August, we will investigate this question with a curation of literary artworks and events - including: 
poetry reading, music+poetry performance, visual-literary installations, asemic art, and discussion-format events - each event to 
be hosted in the same space as our library of 150+ books by writers and artists of color, thus enabling many opportunities for 
interaction between audience, writers/artists, books, and literary artworks.  
 
Performers/participants include: 
 
Visual/Literary/Poetry Artwork: Samiya Bashir, Sam Roxas-Chua, Dao Strom, Roland Dahwen Wu, Stacey Tran, Jonathan 
Raissi 
 
Poetry: Neil Aitken, Stephanie Adams-Santos, Christopher Rose, Jake Vermaas 
 
Music+Poetry: Shayla Lawson, Trevino Brings Plenty, Dao Strom, Anna Vo, Tron 444 
 
Other Presenters/Collaborators: Béalleka/Unlearning Podcast, Physical Education, Moved By Words, White Noise Project 
 
De-Canon: A Visibility Project’s August installation and programming will be hosted at UNA Gallery, a collective art space run 
by contemporary artists with outsider identities. UNA prioritizes the work of marginalized artist communities, holding space for 
POC, queer and femme voices. www.unagallerypdx.com 
 
De-Canon is grateful for support from the Precipice Fund, The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, and the Calligram 
Foundation; and for book donations from Tin House, Wave Books, Octopus Books, Forest Avenue Press, YesYes Books, and 
many authors. De-Canon also thanks its community of “de-canonizers” who contributed lists to our curation process. 
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AUGUST Calendar of Events: 
 
Thursday, Aug 3: OPENING 
Opening of De-Canon Library / First Thursday ArtWalk 
Free, 6-9pm 
 
Saturday, Aug 5: WORDS [reading] 
Reading Lineup: Neil Aitken, Stephanie Adams-Santos, Christopher Rose, Jake Vermaas 
$5 suggested donation, 7:30pm 
 
Saturday, Aug 12: WORKSHOPS + UNLEARNING CONVERSATION 
Writing Workshop with Neil Aitken 12-2pm (signup details on website)  
“Unlearning” Conversation with Béalleka 3pm - Open to public 
 
Sunday, Aug 13: BRUNCH BY WORDS [hosted by Moved by Words] 
Reading + coffee + breakfast time in the library 
Free, bring breakfast foods to share, 10am to noon 
 
Wednesday, Aug 16: HAFT-SEEN [film screening] 
Screening of a short film by Roland Dahwen-Wu, Stacey Tran, Jonathan Raissi 
Doors at 8pm 
 
Saturday, Aug 19: MUSIC + POETRY [performance] 
Exploring the intersection of music & poetry: Shayla Lawson, Trevino Brings Plenty, Dao Strom, Anna Vo, Tron 444 
Suggested donation $5, 8-11pm 
 
Saturday, Aug 26: READING GROUP [hosted by Physical Education] 
A Reading Group with Taka Yamamoto and keyon gaskin of Physical Education. Find reference texts at: http://physicaleducation.life 
Free, 6:30-8pm 
 
 
=============================================================================== 
 
 
See full calendar and event details at: 
unagallerypdx.com 
de-canon.com/events 
 
and follow on FB / social media: @decanonproject 
 

UNA Gallery is located at 328 NW Broadway #117, Portland OR 97209 
 


